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Weak Chebyshev Sets and Splines 
M. W. BAR’I‘FL.~ 
Let M denote an 11 dimensionai subspace of <,[g, hj, the space of continuous 
real valued functions on the compact interval [LI, hj. Then :\I is said to be a 
Haar (weak Chebyshev) set if each function (:+O) in M has no more than 
n ~ I zeroes (sign changes) on [a, h]. 
This note has two related goals. The first is to clarify the relationship 
between Haar sets and weak Chebyshev sets. It is shown in Theorem 1 
that any weak Chebyshev set ;M containing the constants is a Haar set if 
and only if each nonzero function in M has finitely many zeroes. In [l] a 
study was made of weak Chebyshev sets. Splines are an example of a weak 
Chebyshev set [I, 21. The second goal is to obtain in Theorem 3, a partial 
converse to this result and in l’heorem 4. a generalization of this result. The 
weak Chebyshev character of splines gives rise to alternation properties ot 
the best approximate [I, 3, 41. 
2. WEAK CHEBYSHLV AND HAAR SEIS 
We first give some sutiicient conditions under which ;t weak (.hebyshe\ 
set is in fact a Haar set. 
iIs usual for i’c C[n, Ijj :ve aaq that .V is a simple zero II‘,/ i) and ,I 
changes sign at s and s is ;I ( ‘-) double Lero if,f(x) 0 anti ,f t) near -Y\‘. 
A (-) double zero is similarly defined. 
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zeroes. If N is a (-t) double zero, then for some E ,> O,.f’- E has two zeroes 
near s. Also if x is a simple zero ofj; then there is an G . , 0 such that,f’ ~ E 
has a zero arbitrarily close to s. Now let: 
.I+~, X? ,..., Xj be the simple zeroes off, 
S; 1 ) XjJ 2 ‘...) 1 Y.~ 1 ii. the (t) double zeroes of,/; and 
-Y.;+i:.T . Sj.;],;? I(..., sh. the i --) double zeroes of 11 
Then there is an E ’ 0 such that ,f’ ~- E has a zero at points x1’, .I;~’ ,.... .I-,‘, 
near the simple zeroes off; and two zeroes near the (. ) double zeroes of,/: 
Thus,f’ - t has j -i 2k N zeroes. 
THEOREM I Let M be an II dinzensional M’eUI\ Cheb~~sher s&space of’ 
C[a, h] with 1 E M. !f’ each 172 E M ( mp*zO) has ,jinite!l, tilat7.c’ zeroes, then M is 
c( Ham set otz [a, b]. 
Proof: Follows immediately from Lemma I. 
LI:MMA 2. Let M be an n-ditnensional subspace q/’ C[a. b] ,\>ith 1 E M. 
Asntnle that there exists atz integer N SUCII that each t)l E A4 has j&w then iY 
sign chatlges. Suppose thal there exists a t2otizero ttL E M \i,ith ittfinit<el.l. t77utl>‘ 
zeroes. fheti tl7ere exists at7 t72 E A4 w-it/i 177 ~~~ 0 017 a s~rbintcrral of [a., b]. 
Proof. There exists a sequence {s,,l, II I, 2 ,.... such that t77(x,,) == 0, 
II =-~: 1. 2 ,..., and {x,1 converges to s,, in [a, b]. Assume without loss of 
generality that (x,,; T I-,, . Now by hypothesis nL cannot change sign at each 
successive X, so eventually nz must satisfy HZ : - 0, or III : z 0, between each 
x, . But theu for some constant c, tn ~~ c has more than N sign changes 
unless 172 $7 0 near x0 . Thus nz :T 0 near x0 . 
We then immediately obtain a partial classification of weak Chebyshev 
sets. 
THEOREM 2. Let M he a weak Chebysheu set otz [a. b] with 1 E M. Then 
one and only one qf the .following occurs: 
(i) M is a Haar set. 
(ii) there exists a nonzero ttz E M with 171 t- 0 ott n subinterral of [a. b]. 
It should be observed that neither Theorem 1 nor Theorem 2 holds without 
the assumption 1 EM, as can be easily verified by considering the weak 
Chebyshev subspace of C[O, l] given by M = (x, x’),..., xl!>. 
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3. WEAK CNEBYSHEV SETS AND SPLINES 
Polynomial splines have been given [I, 21 as an example of a weak 
Chebyshev set. To be specific. the cubic splines on [a. h] with knots 
u x,, . .Y, _ .‘. .Y,, ~-7 /I are the functions in C”[a, h] whose restriction 
to any subinterval [.ui , x_,]. i =- 0, l..... II ~-~ 1 is a polynomial of degree 
at most three. 
Obviously not all weak Chebyshev sets are obtained in this manner by 
“piecing” together polynomials. However, any weak Chebyshev set. under 
appropriate hypotheses, is obtained by “piecing” together Haar sets. To 
show this wc first gi\e two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Let M he ajinite dimensional subquace qf’C[u, /I]. Suppose that 
there exists a sequence {,fJ. II z I, 2.... in M with ,fil --: 0 cm [a,l , b], where 
a *-. n,, : h UrlLl f, 0 on [a. b]. The/l 
n’ inf 0,, . ,I 
satisfies d .. a. Fwthermore. there exists ali 111 i M with 111 0 011 [u’, b] 
ard 117 ~ 0 017 [a, h]. 
Proqfl Assume without loss of generality that {a,; 1 LI’ and let 
g,, ~-: .f,,: f;, 1 . il I. Z!...., where 
Then since the unit ball of .M is compact in the Chebyshev norm, we can 
assume without loss of generality that {,~,,j- converges uniformly to ,q with 
I,%- 1. Since the convergence is uniform on [a, b]. clearly g ==- 0 on [a’. b] 
and a’ Cl. 
satisj7es 15’ -: h. Furtl~ermore there exists an m E M ti’ith 1); = 0 on [b’, b] 
and m -:‘- 0 011 au?’ suhinferral of [u, h] properI)! containiqg [b’, 111. 
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Proof: Let N be the dimension of M. Assume that such sequences (JJ 
and (6,) exist for 12 L I, 2,..., N + 1 with b, < b, < ... < bNTl Then it 
follows that {.f,t, n = 1, 2 ,..., N + 1 are linearly independent and this 
contradiction establishes the result. Indeed. assume that 
:I a,j;(x) = 0, V .Y E [a, b]. 
Then there exists an x,,~+~ E [b, , b,+,] such that 
(i) fh’il(~N,~l) # 0, 
(ii) j;(x,+,) = 0, ,i = I, 2 ,..., lli. 
Thus a,,,+1 = 0. Similarly ah‘ = ahiel = ... = a, = 0. Since there can be 
only finitely many different b,‘s, the existence of the required 171 E M follows. 
Of course this lemma holds on the other end of the interval i.e., where 
fn I_ 0 on [a, a,], etc. 
As usual for [c, d] C [a, b], let M/[c, d] denote the restriction of the 
functions in A4 to the subset [c, d]. 
THEOREM 3. Let A4 be ajnite dimensional weak Cheb~shec set on [a, b] 
with 1 t M. Assume also that there exists a 6 > 0 such that if nz E A4 and m =- 0 
on [c, d] C [a, b], then d ~ c > 6. 
Then there exist knots a = xc, < x1 < ‘.. < x, = b sl~ch that M/[xj , xi .I] 
is a Haar set, i = 0, I,..., s - I. 
Prooj: Assume that we have chosen as a knot the point 
?‘I == a -+ k6 with a -I- (k + 1) 5 -1 h. 
We show how a finite sequence of knots yZ , J;:~ ,..., ~1~ may be found :such that 
M restricted to the intervals [rj, J,~+J for j == 1, 2...., N - 1 and to 
[J,,,; , y1 t 61 is a Haar set. 
Let 
M( J:~) = (111 E M: ~l[yr , J'~ + S] -,:I 0, nz E 0 on some subinterval in 
h 2 Y, + a 
If M(y,) is empty, then M is a Haar set on [vl, y1 +- 61 by Theorelm 2. For 
a given subinterval [c, d] in [y, , J?~ (- 61 on which a given m E M(y,) is 
identically zero, let [a, , b,,J denote the largest interval in [a, b] containing 
[c, d] such that m = 0 on [a, , b,]. Then either 
a, < y1 < 6, < y1 + 6 or y1 -c a,, < J’~ -1 6 < b,,, . 
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Then by Lemma 4. B, ,)‘1 and by Lemma 3, 4, _ . .I’~ . Hence j’2 I’, 
Now since no nonzero function in M/[J,~ . >‘.,I can have infinitely many zeroes 
on [.r, , ~9~1 by Lemma 2 and the construction of 12 , Theorem 2 implies that 
h! [J,~ , ~‘~1 is a Haar set. 
Now for II 2. 3..... let 
and define A,, and B,, as before. In this manner one obtains ~‘r : J‘? <. “. --.. 
j‘l -:- 6. If infinitely many distinct such ,I’,‘s were so obtained, then since 
?‘, min{A,! . B,:. it would follow that for infinitely many integersl, j‘j 4, 
or for infinitely many integers i, !‘j B, . Suppose the former case occurred 
and j‘j .4,i for ,i t b. where J is a set of infinitely many integers. Let 
J” : sup{ J’, : .i C- J j. Then ~3’ : _ j‘1 + 8 and J” is not one of these ~9;‘s. Also 
there exists for each i ,C J. a function 171(j) identically zero on [a,,(,) . /,,,,(,)I 
such that cl,,,(,) ,I’, But with J.’ playing the role of h in Lemma 4, we see 
that 1%’ Y-, sup{~l, : ii./:. This contradicts the definition of J“ and thus the 
former case can not occur. 
Suppose the latter case occurred and ~3~ Bj forj E J, where J is a set of 
infinitely many integers. Then for each i G J. there is a function /n(j). such 
that n,,,(,) -: !‘l -” b,,,,,, .- j‘l -+- 6 and Bj h,,,ci) Let ,)-’ sup{ 1’) : ,i ; J). 
Then j“ is not one of the .I.,‘s. Applying Lemma 3 to the intervals [h,,,(,, . ~3’1. 
we see that sup{h,,,(,, : ; : Ji i 1.‘. This contradicts the definition of J.’ and 
thus the latter case can not occur. 
Thus the process terminates after finitely many steps at J’~ -: J‘, 6. 
Then just as for W[J. , . ~2~1, we have that ;M/[!,, . J’,.~]. ,j ~- 2, 3 .,,.. 1V --- 1 
and M,‘[.r, , .I’~ 61 are Haar sets. 
Now if h CI I_ 6 for some integer f. WC arc done. If not then one 
eventually obtains a knot. 
=1 Cl-,-Lii with (I -f- (L $- I) 6 ’ h. 
Let 
M(q) (111 5 &I: /fz,i[zl , h] E-. 0 on some subinterval of [zl , 611. 
Let [a,,, , h,,,] be defined as before. Then a,,, < --I since b - (a ~I- LS) .._ (5. 
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Let B, be defined as before and let zZ = BI . Then z2 > q by Lemma 4. 
Continuing the process one obtains z1 < Z~ < ..., and by Lemma 3 the 
process terminates at zN < 6. 
It should be observed that Theorem 3 is not valid without the assumption 
on the lengths of the intervals where functions in M are identically zero as 
is shown by taking M = (1, nz> in C[O, 5/12] where, 
m(x) = l/h, l/(/Z + 1) + l/3$ < X :\; I/r2 - 1/3/z”, 
for II =: 2, 3,... and m(x) is linear otherwise. 
Theorem 3 also does not hold unless 1 E A4 as the simple example M = (x) 
on [0, I] shows. 
The following Theorem is a generalization of the result of S. K.arlin and 
W. J. Studden that the polynomial splines are a weak Chebyshev set. It is 
also a converse to Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let a = .x0 < x1 c ... < s, = b be knots on [a, b]. For 
i =z 1, 2,..., s, let Mi be Haar sets of‘ dimension nj on the intercals IIXi-1, xi], 
and assume 1 t Mi . Let 
A4 = (171 E C[a, b]: 1)Z/[Xi~l , xi] E Mi , i =z 1, 2 ,..., ~1. 
Then A4 is a weak Chebyshev set on [a, b] of dimension, ~~~=I ni -- (s - 1). 
Proof. First consider the case s = 2. Then M consists of those functions 
III E C[a, b] such that 
m/[a, x,] =~= p 6 Ml an d m/[-q , b] :- : q E Mz . 
Let p * q denote this function /?z and letting m, == I, let 
and 
M* =-= (1, mnl+, )..., m,, ,,,-,). 
Then the following is a basis for M: 
Wli * Ci , i=l ) 2 )...) 111 ) 
ci * m, , i = n, + I,..,, 12, + n, - 1, 
where nzi(xl) = ci, i : 1, 2,..., yzl + n, - 1. To verify this observe that if 
there are constants 01~ , i =z 1, 2 ,..., ~7~ + n, ~ 1 such that 
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Therefore, 
and 
Hence also oil = 0 and these functions are linearly independent. 
To see that this collection spans M, let m E M. Then 112 = p * q where 
p E MI and q E MZ . Letting c =: t?z(xr) we see that 
nz = (p * c) + (c * q) - (c * c). 
Hence M has dimension /zl -1 n2 -- 1. 
In general then M has by induction dimension xi=, II, -- (S --- I). It 
remains to be shown that any nonzero nz E M has no more than zi=, ni - s 
sign changes. 
Let m F 0 be in M. Then on any subinterval [xieI , xi] for i = 1,2 ,..., S, 
either nz is identically zero or m has no more than nj - 1 zeros. Certainly nz 
has only finitely many sign changes since otherwise m would have infinitely 
many sign changes on some subinterval. If we order the points at which nz 
alternates in sign, then to each sign alternation there corresponds at least 
one distinct zero of 111 on an interval in which m is not identically zero. 
There are at most n, ~- 1 such zeros on any given interval and thus at most 
r.b, (ni -- 1) on the interval [a, b]. 
Remarks. (1) It is not known what happens in Theorem 4 if one does 
not assume each Mi contains the constants. 
(2) Another possible converse to Theorem 3, would be the statement 
that if A4 is a subspace of C[a, b] and each M/[x<.-, , xi], i =-= 1, 2,..., m is a 
Haar set containing 1, then M is a weak Chebyshev set. This converse does 
not hold as the following example shows. Let M == (I, IX> with 
m(x) -= x + 1 -2 :< x :< -1 
=O -1 zg x 5; 1 
=x---l 1 :<x <2. 
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Then M is a Haar set of dimensions 2, 1 and 2, respectively, when restricted 
to the subintervals [-2, -11, [--I, I] and [l, 21. But M is not a weak 
Chebyshev set of dim 2 on [-2, 21. Notice that this M does not arise by 
“piecing” together Haar sets as in Theorem 4. If the Haar sets in this example 
were “pieced” together as in Theorem 4, one would obtain a weak Chebyshev 
set of dimension 3. 
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